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Server Failover - You can set up a server to failover automatically after the failure of another server. This will allow you to continue using that server without the downtime
of a failed server. Unattended mode - The ability to restart workstation machines without user interaction and the ability to boot a workstation in unattended mode is
essential for a reliable and efficient recovery. Features include: USB driver installation, unattended install, unattended boot from DVD- and USB drives, and unattended
update. We were notified by the owner of this software that they did not activate the license for their workstations through the Faronics License Server (Farserver). It is our
understanding that the workstations were previously licensed through Symantec Endpoint Protection, and an update was released to their workstations to convert them to
the Faronics License Server. Purchase Includes - The workstation can be installed (unattended) without the user interacting and the workstation can be powered on or off
by the user. The workstation can be customized and additionally the owner can set the Administrator password, Admin User password and the Deployment password
(license key). Active Directory import - Active Directory import will store additional information to the licence file name (admin@domain, adminpassword or admin.txt). The
owner of the workstation is able to automatically import the licence file using the Faronics License Server when a local workstation is not present. The local workstation will
be powered on and configured.
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1870 Improved the license key file migration. Deep Freeze was originally designed to have the user migrate their license keys to the new license file if the path did not
exist, this is still the case in some situations. However, with an upgrade to the license manager, the migration will be performed automatically after the upgrade. The

license manager now checks for the license key file in the old path to determine if the migration needs to be performed. Deep Freeze will now import license files that were
previously frozen. This was introduced to address the issue that could occur if an expired license was imported. Deep Freeze supports the PEM format, but the format that

was imported previously was not in the format that Deep Freeze required. Deep Freeze will now generate a license key for the workstation if not present. Previously a failed
attempt to generate a key resulted in an error if a previous key was not present. Also, a license key was not generated if a new machine with a different serial number was

generated in an offline situation. See what our community is saying about the Faronics Activation and License database submittals by visiting the Faronics Forums at
https://forums.faronics.com/threads/activation-database.21043/ . Download Faronics Deep Freeze 8.31 here for free and try it before you buy. Benefit from the full support

of Faronics customer support department to ensure your problem is fixed or your subscription upgraded.For more info about Faronics please visit us at
http://www.faronics.com/ Deep Freeze Enterprise 8.52 was released earlier today to all customers. Shortly after release, an issue regarding certificates was discovered,

forcing the retraction of this release. An updated version of Deep Freeze Enterprise will be made available once the issue is corrected. We apologize for the inconvenience.
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